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With over seven and one-half million copies sold in the series, Left Behind: The Kids is a favorite of

kids ages 10-14. Following teens that were â€œleft behind,â€• they have nothing left but their

newfound faith in Jesus Christ. Determined to stand up for God no matter the cost, they are tested

at every turn.
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Great series for kids!NOTE: This product was a personal purchase for myself at the normal retail

price. I'm reviewing it solely because I want to share my experience with other potential customers. I

have received no compensation for my review, nor do I have any relationship with the seller or

manufacturer of this product.

My three daughters have been fighting over who is going to read the next one first. They have just

not been able to put them down. They got the first two sets at Christmas and I had to order the other

4 sets cause they have not stopped one day until they read all 40 books. They really loved them. I

think it gave them a better understanding of the book of Revelation. I recommend them to all

teenagers.

I purchased this collection for my 13 year old granddaughter. I have read the adult versions and this



will give us something to talk about. She had one of the books and enjoyed that book, but was

curious about the beginning of the story.

These are great books for kids....my son is 11 y/o & has enjoyed reading all the volumes. His only

complaint is that some of the characters die off just as he has bonded with them. Overall, great way

to encourage conversation regarding the rapture of the Church, Christ's return & are we ready.

He usually does not want to read certain books. He's an excellent reader. He gets bored quickly. the

only books he wanted to read for a while were Halo. These books have kept his attention and he

has asked for the whole series!

I am reading these books with my children ages 10 & 12yrs. We are reading it as a family before

bedtime and they are really into it. It brings to life literally what the book of Revelation says and they

are also learning alot.I have also read the Left Behind series for adults and those characters are

integrated into the childrens story line.My children just love the story and they always beg me to let

us continue reading. It is exciting & goes into great depth into each of the characters in the

beginning. Very easy to read.We highly recommend these books!

What a great series, both the adult & kid versions. The gift that keeps on giving and giving and

giving! This is such a great way to encourage reading with your children (or someone else's

children), when everyone in the family reads the books, it makes for awesome discussions- we

talked of little else. LOVE THEM!

My students are enjoying the series of books. They can't wait to finish one book in the series so they

can begin the next one. I think it is amazing that an author can grasp their attention to what the word

of God says.
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